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IATA Travel Pass is a mobile app to help travelers easily and securely manage their travel in line with any government requirements for COVID-19 testing or vaccine information.
Key Design Elements of IATA Travel Pass

1. Travelers always in control of their personal information ensuring top level data security & data privacy

2. Global standards recognized by governments to ensure verified identity and test/vaccine information

3. Integration of contactless travel processes to make travel more convenient and enhance biosafety
Travelers are 100% in control of their data. They control what is shared and with whom.

No data is stored centrally.

Developed with the highest standards of data protection laws, including GDPR.

Exchange of data is encrypted.
Global standards recognized by governments to...

- **Verify Passenger Identity**
  - ICAO standards used to verify a passenger's identity & create digital travel credential

- **Verify Passenger Test / Vaccine Info**
  - The WHO is developing digital standards for vaccinations. IATA Travel Pass will be able to accommodate such new global standards.
Video on how ppl set up digital travel credential link below – needs to be cut at min 1.18 – have sent video separately.
Contactless travel is a key element of IATA Travel Pass – making travel easier & more sanitary

- 70% of travelers had concerns about handing over their passport, phone or boarding pass to airline agents, security staff or government officials at the airport.

- 85% of travelers said that touchless processing throughout the airport would make them feel safer, and

- Already 44% of travelers said that they are willing to share personal data to enable touchless process, up significantly from 30% in June.

*Research from September 2020*
IATA Travel Pass
Interoperable Solution

Registry of Health Requirements
powered by Timatic

- Enables passengers to find accurate information on travel, testing (and eventually vaccine) requirements for their journey

Registry of testing / vaccination centers

- Enables passengers to find testing centres and labs at their departure location which meet the standards for testing/vaccination requirements of their destination

Lab App

- Enables authorized labs and test centers to securely send test results or vaccination certificates to passengers

IATA Travel Pass App

- Enables passengers to (1) create a ‘digital passport’, (2) verify their test/vaccination meets the regulations & (3) shares test or vaccination certificates with authorities to facilitate travel.

- Can be used by travelers to manage travel documentation digitally and seamlessly throughout the travel experience.
We are building IATA Travel Pass with one aim—to help reconnect our world safely.
Timeline

Pilot (Year end 2020)

IAG Pilot Q1 2021

iOS & Android Launch Q1 2021
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